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In this study, a large-scale model test was performed to investigate the effect of the single-
row and double-row micropiles on the landside stabilization. For two different testing
configuration settings, the bending moment along the micropiles, failure mode, and force
condition were captured and compared. It is found that the landslide thrust on piles was
distributed in a triangular shape. The piles in the front row carried greater pressure than the
piles in the rear row. The resistance of the sliding body behind the pile was distributed in a
parabolic shape, and mainly concentrated on the middle of the pile. The piles were
destroyed due to the combined shearing and bending impact applied near the slipping
surface. The boundary of the failure zone was from the position of two times the pile
diameter under the slipping surface to the position of two and a half times the pile diameter
above the slipping surface. Under the action of the landslide, each row of piles deformed at
the same time. The capability of landslide stabilization for double-row piles was better than
that of a single-row pile. The sections of the pile above slide surface were mainly subjected
to negative bending moments and were distributed mainly within the pile length range of
one-third of the anti-sliding section above the sliding surface. The pile body of the
embedded section located in the range of ten times the pile diameter below the sliding
surface was subjected to a positive bending moment.
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INTRODUCTION

Micropiles are defined as small-diameter, drilled piles composed of injected grout with some form of
steel reinforcement placed in the center of grout to resist the load (Bruce et al., 1995; Bruce and Juran,
1997; Sun et al., 2013). The central reinforcing element is either a high-strength steel bar or a tube
that is secured in the grout injected under high pressure to improve bonding with the surrounding
soil. Micropiles can be virtually installed at any ground condition and at any inclination (William and
Howe, 2010). Micropiles have been widely used in many applications of ground improvement to
increase the bearing capacity and to reduce the settlement, particularly in strengthening existing
foundations (Meyerhof and Division, 1976; FHWA, 2005). Micropiles have numerous advantages
compared with the other ground improvement method, especially for the emergency risk-
elimination and construction projects, including the rapid construction process, flexible
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configuration settings, and limited disturbance to the improved
structures (Alnuaim et al., 2016). Therefore, the applications of
micropiles have been rapidly increasing over the past few decades.

Recently, micropiles were used to reduce the probability of
landslides or to prevent them. One of the major concern was to
evaluate the lateral loads acting on the micropiles, which will
provide crucial information for the design in practice.
Commonly, the stability of reinforced by micropiles was
analyzed through analytical and numerical methods by
incorporating the stability of slopes without reinforcement with
the resisting force provided by the stabilizing piles (Bransby and
Springman, 1999; Mokwa and Duncan, 2001; Shahrour and Ata,
2002; Rollins Kyle et al., 2003; Richards and Rothbauer, 2004;
Alnuaim et al., 2015). However, these methods can only provide
the ultimate state, without the development of pile resistance with
the soil movement. Thus, an in situ field model test was one of the
important methods to better understand the micropile–slope
movement reaction. For instance, Watanabe et al. (2017) and
Hwang et al. (2017) performed a series of model test to study
the bearing capacity of a micropile raft on slope stabilization. Still,
more case studies relating to the slope stabilization with micropiles
are interesting to the geotechnical community.

Because of a relatively large length–diameter ratio compared
with that of traditional piles, the pattern of stress distribution and
breaking mechanisms of the micropiles under the influence of a
lateral force derived from a landslide sliding movement are also
different from that of the traditional piles (Salgado et al., 2014; Han
et al., 2015; Gianpiero, 2016). For landslide stabilization, the
micropiles are mostly designed and constructed in rows of
different layout configurations. Some other works have
illustrated the stress distributions within a landslide or a
foundation reinforced by micropiles (Yan et al., 2011; Bai et al.,
2016; Zeng et al., 2020). However, the sliding force on themicropile
or micropile group was still unclear. Thus, the stress distribution
and failure mechanisms of an individual micropile in comparison
with rows of micropile were further investigated in this research.

In this study, to further advance the current understanding on
the bearing strength, improvement performance, and failure
mechanism of the micropiles with different configuration
settings, a large-scale physical model experiment was
conducted to test the interaction between micropiles and
landslide under a multistage loading process. The landslide
model is made of loess, and the sliding surface was produced
artificially so that the applied micropiles could play a critical
contribution in the anti-sliding mechanism. For two different
testing configuration settings, the distribution of bending
resistance along the instrumented micropile, destruction
occurrence on the body of micropile, and the improved
performance of the landslide were captured and compared.

TESTING SITE CHARACTERIZATION AND
MICROPILES FOR REMEDIATION

Testing Site Characterization
The landslide model is mainly established by using the loess
materials from Xi’an city, Shannxi Province, which is located on

the Loess Plateau in China. Table 1 shows the basic physical and
mechanical properties of the loess. The loess was compacted layer
by layer to a target value with a density of 1.81 g/cm3 and the
moisture content of approximately 15%. For each layer’s
construction, the penetration test was performed after
compaction to ensure that the relative density of landslide
materials reached the design criterion; after the slope was
filled, the slope surface was made according to the designed
shape, and the excess soil was removed. In order to reduce the
boundary effect, three through grooves were designed in the
sliding body and filled with sand. Figure 1 shows the photo of the
preparing stage of field experimentally.

Slipping surface is an important issue in the model
establishment to allow the inserted micropiles as anti-sliding
stiffer elements to function appropriately to prevent the large
deformation of the landslide model. The shape of the slipping
surface is arc-shaped. After the completion of slipping bed, the
slipping surface was made by covering the artificially made arc-
shaped slipping bed with double layers of plastic membrane. On
the basis of the no-pile test, we determined the load and the
landslide thrust when the sliding body was in the ultimate
equilibrium state using the reverse calculation: c � 3.5 kPa and
φ ＝ 16°.

Themicropiles used in this study weremade of concrete columns
and reinforced with steel bars. The strength grade of the concrete
columns and cement is C25 and 421-5R, respectively, based on the
Chinese National Code. The total length of the concrete column is
4 m, and its diameter is 60mm, corresponding to the length and
diameter of 12m and 180mm in field, respectively. The strain gauge
was then glued onto the micropile. During the backfill process, the
soil among the inserted concrete columns should be compacted
appropriately so that the installed earth pressure gauges canmeasure
the earth pressure changes effectively.

Note that the model test was designed based on the similarity
theory in comparison with the full-scale field test (Luo and Ge,
2008), with a geometric similarity ratio of 3 and the elastic
modulus similarity ratio of 1. Hence, the similarity ratio of
linear load on the pile body and concentrated force on the
pile body were 3 and 9, respectively. Accordingly, the
similarity ratio of stress and strain of the pile body was 1. The
similarity ratio for the cross-sectional area of the pile body was 9.

Micropiles for Remediation
The cross sections and plan view for double rows model test are
shown in Figures 2, 3, respectively. In the model, the micropiles
were installed in the front part of the landslide. Two testing cases
corresponding to single and double rows of the micropile setup
were performed. For the single-row configuration (Case A), the
distance between each micropile was 0.48 m, and totally, seven
piles were installed. The top of the micropiles were connected
together by using a steel bar. For further analysis, seven piles were
labeled as D1 to D7 from the right to left. For the double-row
configuration (Case B), totally seven piles were installed in two
rows, and the distance among the pile in each row is 0.96 m. The
vertical distance between the rows is 0.36 m. In each row, the piles
were connected together using a steel bar. For further analysis,
seven piles were also labeled as S1 to S7 from the right to the left.
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TABLE 1 | Basic physical and mechanical properties of the loess.

Soil Density ρ/g cm−3 Elastic modulus
E/MPa

Poisson ratio
μ

Cohesion c/MPa Internal friction
angle φ/°

Loess 1.67 9 0.32 0.03 20

FIGURE 1 | Manufacturing process of the sliding body: (A) layered filling of soil, (B) removing excess soil, and (C) the completed test model.

FIGURE 2 | Cross sections of the models for two configurations: single row and double rows (unit: mm).
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FIGURE 3 | Plain view of the models for two configurations: single row and double rows (unit: mm).

FIGURE 4 | Layout of the pressure gauges in the model: (A) distribution of the pressure gauges in the vertical direction along the pile in a single-row model, (B)
distribution of the pressure gauges in the vertical direction along the pile in a double-rowmodel, (C) distribution of the pressure gauges in a plain view, and (D) embedded
pressure gauges.
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INSTRUMENTATIONS AND LOAD
APPLICATIONS

Pressure Measurements for the Installed
Piles
The pressure gauges were the vibrating string earth pressure cell.
Tomeasure the earth pressure acting on the pile in different cases,
for Case A (single-row configuration), pile D4 which is located in
the middle of the landslide model was selected as the testing pile.
Nine soil pressure gauges were applied along the pile depth in the
vertical direction in the front and after the pile. For Case B
(double-row configuration), piles S4 and S5 were selected as the
testing piles, and nine soil pressure gauges were applied in the
same manner as described in Case A. The layout of the pressure
gauges in the model is depicted in Figure 4.

Strain Measurements of the Micropiles
To test the bending moment of the micropile, strain gauges were
pasted in pairs before and after the longitudinal bar of the tested
piles. The spacing of the strain gauges is 10 cm. After measuring
the strains of different parts of the micropile, the bending
moments can be obtained by Eq 1:

M � EI(ε+ + ε−)/h. (1)

In the formula,M is the bendingmoment,Nm;EI is theflexural rigidity
of the micropile, N m2; ε+ and ε− are the tensile and compressive
strains of each measuring point, respectively; and h is the distance
of the tensile and compressive strain gauges at the same section, m.

Displacement Measurements
In both cases, multiple displacement gauges were placed on the
top of the piles as well as at the sliding surface. The displacement
gauges were placed perpendicular to the sliding direction of the
landslide, fixed with a steel beam anchored to the soil (Bian et al.,
2019; Bian et al., 2020). The purpose is to observe the
displacement of the pile group and slope deformation.

Load Applications
The layers of sandbags used as the multistage loading were placed
on the top of the landslide model. To normalize the effect of the
loading area, the load presented herein was expressed as load/area.
Hence, the unit of load reported was expressed as kN/m2, that is,
kPa. Each loading increment is 8 kPa, and the total loading is
40 kPa. Therefore, five stages of load were applied on the top of the
landslide. It is important to note that before applying the next
loading increment, the measurements of earth pressure, stress
conditions of the piles, and displacement at various measuring
position should remain stable under the current loading condition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Failure Mechanisms of the Micropiles
Figures 5, 6 depicts the damage of micropile in single- and
double-row configurations, respectively. Through excavation, it
was found that the landslides slide along the artificially made

slipping surface, and no other shear cracks were found inside the
sliding body. The failure mechanisms for all tested piles were
basically the same, and the major breakage all occurred in the pile
segment near the slipping surface. The other part of the piles
remains with the good integrity and vertical. For most testing
piles, the broken segment was from 9 cm below the slipping
surface to 15 cm above the slipping surface. Within this range, the
piles were bended, and large cracks could be observed. The failure
mechanism is the combination of shearing and bending failure.
Especially for pile D5, the pile was mainly sheared to failure, and
shearing deformation that occurred at the slipping surface was
about 5 mm for the pile. For double-row pile configuration, the
piles in the front rows were destroyed more severely than the piles
in the rear row. To conclude the failure mechanisms of the row
piles for the anti-sliding measure, for the same ratio of reinforcing
bars, both the individual pile and piles in group could potentially
fail by shearing and bending that occurred near the slipping
surface.

Variation of Earth Pressure
Figure 7 shows the horizontal earth pressure variations over
time measured in the soil before and after pile D4, which is in
the middle of the single row test. Figure 8 shows the
distribution of earth pressure on pile D4. The section of the
pile above the slipping surface was regarded as the anti-sliding
segment. The section of the pile under the slipping surface was
regarded as the anchoring section. Therefore, the earth
pressure variation over time can be interpreted depending
on the measuring positions and micropile configuration, such
as 1) in front of the anti-sliding segment of the pile, 2) behind
the anti-sliding segment of the pile, 3) in front of the anchoring
section of the pile, and 4) behind the anchoring segment of the
pile.

1) Distribution of the landslide thrust force on pile D4

Distribution of the landslide thrust force on pile D4 is shown
in Figures 7A,8, including measuring points 1-1-1, 1-1-2, 1-1-3,
1-1-4, and 1-1-5. After the toe of the landslide was excavated, the
earth pressure value at the positions of 0.15 m (1-1-5) and 1.75 m
(1-1-1) above the slipping surface started increasing and
decreasing, respectively, which indicated that the pressure
acting on the pile changed and certain deformations occurred
to the piles. After loading was applied on the top of the landslide,
gradual increases were observed from the measurements of earth
pressure gauges placed at the position of 0.15 m above the
slipping surface (1-1-5). This was caused by the compression
of the soil in front of the pile near the sliding surface with the
deformation of the micropile. During the loading process, the
earth pressure values at the positions of 0.5 m (1-1-4) and 0.78 m
(1-1-4) above the slipping surface increased slightly. The earth
pressure value at the position of 1.75 m above the slipping surface
continued decreasing in the loading process and approached to 0
when the total loading reached 32 kPa. No significant variations
were made to the earth pressure at the position of 1.25 m (1-1-2)
above the slipping surface during the loading process. Finally, the
landslide thrust was distributed approximately in a triangular
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shape, and the earth pressure near the sliding surface was
relatively large.

2) Resistance from the sliding body behind pile D4

Resistance from the sliding body behind pile D4 is shown in
Figures 7B,14, including measuring points 1-2-1, 1-2-2, 1-2-3, 1-
2-4, and 1-2-5. After excavating the toe of the landslide, the earth
pressure of all measurement points decreased, which clearly
indicated that the piles started to carry sliding pressure, and
appeared to be deformed. After loading was applied on the top of
the landslide, the earth pressure at the positions of 0.5 m above
the slipping surface (1-2-4) remained approximately stable, and

slightly increased when loading exceeded 32 kPa. At the position
of 0.78 m above the slipping surface (1-2-3), the earth pressure
gradually increased, which indicated that the pile deformed and
compressed the soil in the rear. At the position of 1.25 m above
the slipping surface (1-2-2), the earth pressure reduced gradually
and basically reduced to zero when loading achieved 32 kPa. The
earth pressure at the measuring point of 1.75 m above the sliding
surface (1-2-1) was always close to zero. Overall, earth pressures
measured in the soil close to the middle of loading segment were
significant and varied largely during the loading process and were
very small in the soil near the slipping surface and the pile top.
The resistance of the sliding body behind the pile can be regarded
as a parabolic distribution.

FIGURE 5 | The damage of piles in single-row configuration: (A) overall damage of pile D6, (B) breakage of pile D6 near the slipping surface, (C) overall damage of
pile D5, and (D) breakage of pile D5 near the slipping surface.
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3) Resistance from the sliding bed in front of the pile D4

Resistance from the sliding bed in front of the pile D4 is shown in
Figures 7C,14, including measuring points 1-1-6, 1-1-7, 1-1-8, and
1-1-9. After the slope toe excavation was completed, earth pressures
increased at the positions of 0.45m under the slipping surface (1-1-
7) and decreased at the other three depths. After load was being
applied, the earth pressure continuously increased at the depths of
0.45 m under the slipping surface, and remained roughly
unchanged for the other three measuring depths. Under the
action of loading, the landslide deformed, driving the pile body
in the anti-sliding segment to deform along the sliding direction. In

the early stage of loading, the micropile can be regarded as an elastic
rod. Therefore, the pile body near 0.45 m below the sliding surface
squeezed the sliding bed against the front edge, which caused the
earth pressure at the position to increase.When the loading reached
32 kPa, the earth pressure at the depths of 0.45 m under the slipping
surface suddenly reduced. It indicated that the micropile damaged
at this time, and the deformation of pile recovered.

4) Resistance from the sliding bed behind pile D4

Resistance from the sliding bed behind pile D4 is shown in
Figures 7D,14, including measuring points 1-2-6, 1-2-7, 1-2-8,

FIGURE 6 | The damage of piles in double-row configuration: (A) overall damage of the piles in the front row, (B) breakage of the pile near the slipping surface in the
front row, (C) overall damage of the piles in the rear row, and (D) breakage of the pile near the slipping surface in the rear row.
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and 1-2-9. The earth pressure measured at the position of 0.1 m
below the slipping surface (1-2-6) intensively increased with the
landslide toe excavation, and indicated the pile in the anchoring

segment started deformation to compress the soil in the back
under the sliding force. After the loading was applied, the earth
pressure at 0.1 m below the sliding surface continued to increase
until the loading reached 32 kPa and then it began to decrease
rapidly. This indicated failure of the pile; accordingly, the earth
pressure also reduced due to the rebounding influences. At the
other positions (1-2-7, 1-2-8, and 1-2-9) along the depth, earth
pressure values were much smaller and remained stable during
the loading process. The resistance from the sliding bed behind
the pile was concentrated mainly near the sliding surface.

As shown in Figures 9–12, pile S5 and pile S4 behaved in a
similar way as pile D4. This earth pressure on the piles can be
summarized as follows:

1) The landslide thrust on the micropiles was in an approximate
triangular distribution, and the earth pressure near the sliding
surface was larger. The landslide thrust on the pile of front row
(pile S5) was larger than that on the pile of the rear row
(pile S4).

2) The resistance of the sliding body behind the pile can be
regarded as a parabolic distribution and mainly concentrated
in the middle of the pile. The resistance of the sliding body
behind the front pile was larger than that behind the rear pile.

FIGURE 7 | Earth pressure measured in front of and behind pile D4: (A) earth pressure in front of the anti-sliding segment of pile D4, (B) earth pressure behind the
anti-sliding segment of pile D4, (C) earth pressure in front of the anchoring segment of pile D4, and (D) Earth pressure behind the anchoring segment of pile D4.

FIGURE 8 | Distribution of the earth pressure on pile D4.
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3) The resistance of the sliding bed in front of the pile was relatively
small, mainly located near 0.45 m under the sliding surface.

4) The resistance from anterior sliding bed was distributed
mainly near the sliding surface. The earth pressure near the

sliding surface varied greatly, whereas the earth pressure at the
other measurement points varied slightly.

5) The earth pressure curves of the two rows of piles had the
same change with time, which indicated that the two rows of
piles deformed by pressure at the same time.

Variation of Displacement at Measurement
Points
Figure 13 shows the displacement evolution during loading.
The displacement at the top of pile and the toe of landslide
increased slowly in the early stage of loading. As the load
increased, the displacement changed faster. After each load,
the displacement showed the law of rapid growth first and then
gradually stabilized. The displacement at the toe of the landslide
was greater than that at the top of the pile in two cases. Under
the same load conditions, the displacement at the top of double-
row piles was smaller than that at the top of a single-row pile,
indicating that the anti-sliding effect of double-row piles was
better than that of a single-row pile.

Bending Moment of Pile
Based on strain gauge data, the bending moment distribution of
each row of piles was obtained as shown in Figure 14.

FIGURE 9 | Earth pressure measured in front of and behind pile S5: (A) earth pressure in front of the anti-sliding segment of pile S5, (B) earth pressure behind the
anti-sliding segment of pile S5, (C) earth pressure in front of the anchoring segment of pile S5, and (D) earth pressure behind the anchoring segment of pile S5.

FIGURE 10 | Distribution of the earth pressure on pile S5.
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Although the bending moments of each row of piles were
slightly different, the variation mode along the pile was the
same. The anti-sliding sections of the pile body were mainly

subjected to negative bending moments (positive tension on
the sliding side and negative tension on the back side) and
were distributed mainly within the pile length range of one-

FIGURE 11 | Earth pressure measured in front of and behind pile S4: (A) earth pressure in front of the anti-sliding segment of pile S4, (B) earth pressure behind the
anti-sliding segment of pile S4, (C) earth pressure in front of the anchoring segment of pile S4, and (D) earth pressure behind the anchoring segment of the pile S4.

FIGURE 12 | Distribution of the earth pressure on pile S4. FIGURE 13 | Displacement variation at the monitoring points.
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third of the anti-sliding section above the sliding surface (ten
times the diameter of the pile). The maximum negative
bending moment was at 0.3 m above the sliding surface

(about five times the diameter of the pile). The pile body
of the embedded section located in the range of 0.6 m below
the sliding surface was subjected to a positive bending
moment. The maximum positive bending moment
occurred at 0.2 m below the sliding surface (about three
times the diameter of the pile). The pile body from 0.6 m
below the sliding surface to the bottom of the pile was
subjected to a negative bending moment, while the pile
body from 0.6 m above the sliding surface to the top of the
pile was subjected to a positive bending moment, with a small
magnitude.

Discussion
1) The effect of micropiles on the stability of slide slope:

based on the Bishop method, the safety factor of the
designed slope was 1 without the micropile when no
surcharge was applied on the top of the slope. Once the
double-row micropiles were implemented, the safety factor
of the slope increased significantly. Table 2 shows the
change in the safety factor of the slope at different
surcharges. It can be observed that the safety factor of
the slope increased about 20% when double-row micropiles
were introduced without surcharge. When surcharge
increased, the safety factor obviously decreased. At
surcharge � 24 kPa, the safety factor declined to 1.0,
corresponding to the critical state. This indicated that
when double-row micropiles were implemented, the
slope sustained 24 kPa surcharge by reinforcement with
double-row micropiles. When the surcharge exceeded
24 kPa, the slope was unsafe with the safety factor lower
than 1, showing a large displacement as shown in
Figure 13. These findings confirmed that the influence
of the micropile on landslide stabilization was significant
and efficient.

2) Failure of micropiles: as shown in Figures 11,12,14, the failure
mode of micropiles induced by landsides was mainly due to
the coupled effect of bending and shearing near the shear
surface. Hence, to increase the anti-bend and anti-shear
stability of micropiles by adding more strengthened
tendons near the slide surface was one of the efficient
method to improve the safety factor of the slope in the
design of micropiles on landslide stabilization. As
illustrated in Figure 14, the area of reinforcement should
be in the vicinity of eight times the micropile diameter around
the slide surface.

3) Stress states of micropiles during landslide: during the
design of micropiles, the determination of stress states
was one of most important steps. Based on this model
test, the landslide thrust on the micropiles was almost
triangular distribution, while the anti-sliding force of
micropiles distributed to be a parabolic curve. Hence, it

FIGURE 14 |Bending moment of micropiles: (A) bendingmoment of pile
D4, (B) bending moment of pile S5, and (C) bending moment of pile S4.

TABLE 2 | hange in the safety factor of the slope at different surcharges.

Surcharge 0 8 16 24 32 40

Safety factor 1.21 1.13 1.06 1.0 0.95 0.91
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is recommended to design the micropile based on these
stress states in the field.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the large-scale model test was performed to evaluate
the single-row and double-row micropiles as anti-sliding
measurements of a typical landslide. Following major
conclusions can be made:

1) The safety factor of the slope increases from 1.0 to 1.21, when
the double rows of micropiles are implemented. Moreover, the
slope reinforced by a micropile can sustain 24 kPa surcharge
on the top. This indicates that using micropiles to stabilize
landslides is efficient.

2) The landslide thrust on piles was distributed in a triangular
shape, and the earth pressure near the sliding surface was
relatively large. The piles in the front row carried greater
pressure than piles in the rear row.

3) The anti-sliding sections of the pile body weremainly subjected
to negative bending moments and were distributed mainly
within the pile length range of one-third of the anti-sliding
section above the sliding surface. Hence, it is recommended to
design the micropiles based on these stress states.

4) The failure mode of micropiles induced by landsides was
mainly due to the coupled effect of bending and shearing near

the shear surface in the vicinity of eight times the micropile
diameter around the slide surface.
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